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Boris again
So Boris is in for another four
years. What can we look
forward to?
The most notable change in
policy when he came to
power was his declaration of
war against non-motorists.
The formula which puts
pedestrians at the top of a
hierarchy and motorists at
the bottom was formally
abandoned. His main priority
has been to keep traffic, of
which most is private cars,
moving, and this remains his
aim. He says he will establish
a major review of London’s
road network, making
journeys more reliable and
dealing with congestion black

spots. Of course this will not
only benefit motorists
because bus passengers also
suffer from road congestion,
although measures to help
them, such as more bus lanes
do not figure. To be fair, the
stated aim is to make
London’s roads safe for all
users and it includes the
redesign of gyratories, more
shared space schemes and a
control of congestion caused
by road works by introducing
a lane rental scheme.
But other proposals are
clearly likely to benefit drivers
more than other road users.
A new road tunnel between
Greenwich and Silvertown is
planned. Proposals to change

traffic light timings and to remove traffic lights from some
junctions are likely to speed
motor traffic at the expense
of pedestrians and cyclists.
He also proposes to ‘call
on each borough to review
parking in non-residential,
strategic shopping areas, to
see if it can be managed in a
way that reduces any negative impact on businesses’.
The implication that more
and easier car parking leads
to increased local business
activity is one which in many
areas has been seen not to
be true. He also sets himself
against a ‘pay as you go’
scheme for drivers, to extension of the congestion charge
zone or higher charges for
larger cars.
Boris has always presented
himself as the cyclist’s friend
and he boasts about his cycle
super highways and his cycle
hire scheme. Both are due for
expansion, but some of the
important issues are not being tackled vigorously
enough. The cycle super highways tend to peter out where
they are most needed and
the hire scheme, although it
is due to be expanded, is not
due to be rolled out into outer London.
Boris promises to protect
the bus network, although
there is no indication that inflation busting fare increases
will end. But he also intends
to continue lavishing money
on his ‘new bus’ with a rollout of 600 by the end of his
second term as Mayor.
There is some good news
on the rail front if he sticks
to his plans. Following the
runaway success of TfL’s takeover of some urban rail
routes under the ‘Overground’ flag, he proposes
to lobby the Government
to ‘devolve rail franchising
powers to the Mayor so that
TfL can specify the standards
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to be achieved by private
train operating companies’.
He also intends to push
for Crossrail 2 (Hackney to
Chelsea), electrification of
Gospel Oak to Barking and
expansion of DLR to Bromley.
He is weaker on tram extensions, proposing only a
Tramlink extension to Crystal
Palace. His proposals for
driverless tube trains are likely
to fall foul of his confrontational approach to the
unions.
So, to sum up. Boris’s
main aim is to minimise expenditure so as to freeze the
Mayoral share of Council Tax.
He rejects new ways of raising
money, such as a road user
charge and higher congestion
charge for larger cars.
The result will be a severe
restriction on improvements
to services for the majority of
Londoners.
Chris Barker

Go Dutch
for cyclists
Labour, Lib Dem and
Green mayoral candidates all endorsed the
London Cycling Campaign’s ‘Go Dutch’
demands. They include
Traffic calming in centres
like Parliament Square,
Oxford Street and
Tottenham Court Road
and out of town centres
such as Croydon,
continuous cycling lanes
across junctions and
upgrading the cycle super
highways at points like
Oval and Bow.
The only major candidate
which did not endorse
the demands is the one
which won.

Our Newsletter is
sent out to our London
members and other
contacts.
The group exists
to campaign for
sustainable transport
solutions in London
and to support the
work of the Campaign
nationally. If you have
not already done so
we would be pleased
if you would also join
our group and take
part in our London
based activities.
To contact the group
write to Chris Barker,
Campaign for Better
Transport, 46 Redston
Road, London N8 7HJ.
E-mail: c.barker@
lineone.net: phone
020 8347 7684.
Regular meetings of
the group are held in
central London.
The Newsletter is
edited by Chris Barker.
Contributors are
welcomed. Opinions
expressed are those
of the authors and
not necessarily those
of the Campaign for
Better Transport.
design: Eve Barker

What a shame!
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We owe the passion for
Estuary airports to the late Sir Colin
Buchanan’s dissent from the mad
cost benefit economists on the
Roskill Commission, who advocated
Cublington without being able to
place a value on ancient churches
and landscapes.
A key question: where will
the customs, immigration, and
security check facilities be placed?
Common sense would suggest these
should be at the airport end of the
line, so that local residents and motorists can use the facility, without
first going to London.
Two suggestions for rail links to
this airport, which will replace Heathrow, have been made: the use of HS1
and the extension of Crossrail. Neither is really satisfactory. Capacity on
HS1 is limited and will become more
so with the arrival of relatively short
high cube express freight trains from
the continent to Barking. Crossrail is
designed to provide a stopping SBahn style service and would not be
fast enough for business passengers
heading for the centre. The airport
will be too far out for access by extending the expensive DC four-rail
Underground system. The maximum
desirable range of this was fixed at
twelve miles from Central London by
a 1952 report. An additional tunnel
under London would cost £4.5 billion
at 2008 prices. Without this a terminal station would be essential. The
only spare stations in London at present are Waterloo (Channel Tunnel)
and Kensington (Olympia), which are
hardly in the right places. Those that
might be, such as the goods station

site at Haydon Square, now a bus
station opposite Aldgate Tube Station,
have long been disconnected from
the rail system by building developments.
Hence, one can only conclude that
estuary airport advocates have grossly underestimated the costs of both
road and rail airport connections,
which will have to be at least as
dense as those to be redundant at
Heathrow. Heathrow is a successful
mess, precisely for the same logistical reasons that the Northampton –
Daventry area is the nation’s road
haulage and logistics hub. It is a
shorter distance for passengers from
the Midlands, West London, Wessex
and South Wales, than alternatives.
Far from tidying things up, an additional eastern airport will encourage
sprawl. Already there are separate
proposals for a Canvey-Kent road link
by Metrotidal, an architectural consultancy. This means revival of the
British Road Federation’s hated
Outer M25 scheme.
Given oil exhaustion and the scarcity of alternative fuels, it is likely that
current conventional air transport
growth will be constrained in the coming decades, and the jet aircraft
eventually confined to business, military and political elites. The obvious
popular, but slightly slower, alternatives will be modern helium lift airships and the cheap sea surface
skimming craft being developed by
the Russians. Neither will require an
increase in runway capacity and both
will be thrifty with alternative fuels. Indeed airships can be partially powered by solar electricity.
Robin Whittaker

Estuary Air
Heads

10 POLICIES TO KEEP LONDONERS MOVING
London TravelWatch’s transport users’ priorities for the 2012-16 Mayoral term
London TravelWatch, the
independent watchdog
for transport users in
and around London
has published 10 key
policies which it
believes will improve
the passenger
experience for public
transport
users in the capital.
The easy to read leaflet, produced ahead of the
forthcoming Mayoral elections, is made up of a
series of C6 postcards which aim to ensure
maximum impact. The watchdog has already
been meeting prospective mayoral candidates
from the major parties in advance of finalising
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their manifestos, and aims to help to focus members
of the public as they question their representatives on the doorsteps this spring about the
transport priorities that affect them most.
Key policies in the publication include ensuring
frequent and comprehensive public transport such
as providing longer trains more often; improved
information, especially at times of disruption; a
fair deal for customers; making it easier for
passengers to join up their journeys and ensuring
transport services have suitable access for the
elderly and disabled. There are also proposals to
ensure rules that protect passengers are enforced,
that further measures are taken to reduce crime
and that actions are taken to make London’s
streets more pedestrian friendly and maintain a
road network that is fit for purpose.

The 10 policies will help to make public transport
in London more customer-focused. They reflect
the challenges experienced by the travelling
public who are all too often faced with unclear
and inconsistent information, when they deserve
a joined-up service. Londoners also want frequent
and comprehensive public transport which is
attractively priced. Our proposals have simplicity
at their heart but I feel they would make a real
difference, especially in Olympic year and during
these tough economic times.
Copies of the document can be viewed on the
London TravelWatch website,
www.londontravelwatch.org.uk.
You can also follow us on
Twitter @LonTravelWatch
Richard Freeston-Clough, London TravelWatch

a pedestrian perspective

The new Exhibition Road was recently
opened with due ceremony by
Mayor Boris. It has been described
as a shining example of “shared
space”, in which the various road
users – cars, cyclists, taxis, pedestrians
– are supposed to share the available
space amicably, with no pavement
or roadway as such.
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And there are certainly things
to admire about the new road.
Aesthetically, with the new surfacing
and street furniture, it’s a great
improvement on its rather scruffy
predecessor; an overdue 20mph
speed limit has been introduced for
perhaps the first time in Westminster;
and to be fair, Westminster have

clearly tried to take into account the
needs of pedestrians and cyclists as
well as motor vehicles, and for this
they deserve due credit. But sadly, in
spite of these positive features,
overall the road is something of a
disappointment and a lost opportunity from the pedestrian point of
view. There are two problems.
First of all, in practice – as many
commentators have observed – the
new road is not really “shared space”
at all. Most pedestrians and vehicles
remain firmly in their own areas,
even though these are not officially
designated as pavements or carriageway. In particular, cars and taxis
come steaming down the road, often
in convoy, and showing very little
inclination – at least while I was
watching – to give way to pedestrians.
I was told by a taxi-driver that some
of his colleagues are already starting
to use the new road as a convenient
short-cut or rat-run. This makes life
difficult and even dangerous for
people on foot – in the absence of
any crossings as such, they need
to dodge between gaps in the
traffic to get across the road. The
situation is particularly difficult for
people with impaired vision, who
lack the usual non-visual clues, and
for children spilling out of the muse-
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Exhibition Road

ums, who may not realise that the
traffic is flowing in both directions.
Secondly, it’s sad to see that so
much of the available space has
been given over to parked cars, with
a complete line of parking bays for
almost the complete length of the
new road, giving it something of
the appearance of a large open-air
car-park. This is an unfortunate way
to use some very valuable urban
space, it’s unfair to pedestrians given
that some 90% of visitors to Exhibition Road come on foot or public
transport, and it encourages visitors
to bring their cars into congested
Central London.
Two improvements are available
to make the road more pedestrianfriendly. First, Westminster need to
stop excessive vehicle speed and ratrunning by ensuring that the road
cannot be used by through traffic,
allowing it to become true “shared
space”. In fact, an earlier version of
the scheme contained a proposal
which would have had just this
effect by preventing traffic entering
from the north end, but unfortunately it was not included in the
final version as implemented.
The second improvement –
admittedly difficult for Westminster
– would be to decommission a good
proportion of the new parking bays,
converting much of the western side
of the road into a traffic-free public
space, with more seating, cafés with
outdoor tables and other attractions to welcome visitors on foot.
We can be sure that, like the north
side of Trafalgar Square, this new
car-free public space would soon
become a highly popular destination
and meeting-point in its own right.
David Martin

Dear Editor
Recently the Camden New
Journal had an article about a
plan for a notice at Camden’s
town hall on Euston Road,
funded by DEFRA, which would
give up to date pollution figures.
The article suggested that other
messages might be given, such
as that pedestrians and cyclists
might seek alternative routes
when pollution is high, that
motorists might think twice
before driving, and that they
could avoid the congestion
charge by using electric cars.
I had a letter published
wondering what effect these
measures might have. Would
telling people of dangerous
levels of air pollution encourage
them to walk, cycle or wait for a
bus rather than drive, and aren’t
all cars driving along Euston
Road exempt from electric
charge ? This letter was
illustrated with a cartoon
showing a pedestrian with a
gas mask and a notice saying
“Walking isHealthy”.
My letter suggested that we
should have a rethink about the
boundary of the congestion
charging zone. Is there any real
reason why motorists should
have a high capacity route going
right up to the charging zone
boundary, which leads to
conflicts in areas like King’s
Cross and Victoria ?
Reducing traffic in the King’s
Cross area by means of
congestion charging (or
otherwise) would make it easier
to rebalance the traffic system in
favour of pedestrians and
cyclists. At present cyclists have
to risk their lives in thenotorious
Kings Cross gyratory, while
pedestrians crossing Euston
Road often have to wait for ages
at central islands while traffic
bombards them with fumesfrom
both sides. This doesn’t have to
happen.
Simon Norton
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NEWS ROUNDUP
of ten passengers (87%) with
sight loss who took part in the
survey had missed their stop
because they didn’t know where
they were on a bus journey. Their
Talking Buses campaign is
lobbying for audio-visual
announcements on board buses
to help everyone, not just blind
and partially sighted people.
It is fortunate that this is not a
London story. All London buses
are now equipped with audio and
visual announcements but this is
far from true elsewhere in the
country.

How to increase congestion
TfL says that traffic in the area of
the western extension of the
congestion charge zone has
increased by eight per cent since
the charge was withdrawn.

SRUG fights on

Booking offices closures
and driverless trains
London Underground are planning
to dispense with drivers on most
lines with the next generation of
trains. There will still be a staff
presence on trains but, as on the
DLR, they will mainly be employed
to check tickets, give information
and deal with emergencies, but
will be able to take over driving
where necessary. It is not clear
whether this will result in a
decrease in the number of staff
required although it might be TfL’s
intention to employ staff on lower
rates of pay than they currently
pay drivers. Meanwhile there are
also plans to close the booking
offices on all except the most
important 30 stations. Apart from
the threat to jobs there are good
reasons to be worried by this
proposal. Passengers need the
physical presence of staff on
stations as reassurance and for
information. TSSA backed
Together for Transport has a
petition against these proposals
on their website.

Step up accessibility
At present, only around one-quarter of tube stations and a third of
London’s rail stations have
step-free access from street level
to platform, and only half of all
bus stops are fully accessible.
This was revealed by the GLA
Transport Committee in a recent
report. It called for more urgency
when it comes to improving access
to tubes, trains and buses.
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It is, however, gratifying to
note that London Underground is
conscious of the importance of the
issue. When the lifts linking the
Piccadilly and District lines at Earls
Court were out of service recently,
drivers made a point of telling
passengers of alternatives. They
were then back in service six
weeks earlier than planned.

Lorries killing cyclists
Lorry drivers who cannot see
cyclists as they turn left are
turning out to be a major cause
of cyclist deaths on the road. In
response TfL and London
boroughs have developed a
course for lorry drivers to make
them more aware of the presence
of cyclists, part of which finds
them taking to the road on
bicycles to see for themselves the
dangers cyclists face. The London
Borough of Hackney intends to
require firms they contract with to
employ only drivers who have
passed the course.
TfL research suggests that construction industry lorries account
for a disproportionate number of
cyclist deaths.
In February Crossrail were turning away one in ten lorries delivering to their sites for failing safety
standards imposed to protect cyclists.

Forgotten passengers
Guide Dogs has published a survey
of 300 blind and partially sighted
people on their experiences of
travelling by bus. Nearly nine out

The Southwark Rail Users Group
has been agitating against the
loss of rail services in South
London which will come about
when the East London is extended
to Clapham Junction. Not only
will this result in the withdrawal
of services to Victoria from
Clapham High Street and
Wandsworth Road, but it will also
mean that there will be no service
in the evenings or weekends to
Victoria from Peckham Rye and
Denmark Hill. SRUG assumes that
this omission will be corrected
when the South Eastern franchise
is up for renewal in the next few
years but is asking that temporary
arrangements be put into place
as soon as the ELL extension takes
place.

Turn up and go on the trains
The Mayor has set out his vision
for an integrated metro style rail
service for all suburban lines in
the London area. He now wants
to build on the undoubted success
of the London Overground system
by taking other lines under his
control. The first lines he has his
eye on are the South Eastern
routes to Dartford and Sevenoaks
and the West Anglia routes to
Enfield Town, Chingford and
Hertford East. These are almost
entirely within the Greater London
area but within the area in which
the Mayor has the right to make
increments or decrements to
National Rail franchises.

New River Crossings
Not content with the new and
proposed rail tunnels under the
lower Thames (DLR at Greenwich

and DLR and Crossrail at
Woolwich) and the cable car
linking the Greenwich Peninsular
with the Royal Docks, the Mayor
now wants to add a new road
tunnel and a new ferry. London
Forum, Campaign for Better
Transport and Friends of the Earth
are among the organisations
opposing this development. They
argue that new roads inevitably
bring congestion and pollution
and are contrary to the policies
set out in the Mayor’s London
Plan which advocates more use of
public transport and reducing the
need to travel.

Smoothing Traffic Flow
The Mayor’s ‘Smoothing Traffic
Flow initiative’ has the uncontroversial aim of managing London’s
road network better but in
practice has put the movement of
vehicles above the needs of
pedestrians and cyclists. Traffic
lights have been retimed to
decrease the waiting time for
drivers. In many places they have
been taken out altogether.
According to the Mayor ‘these
improvements have been
achieved with no negative effect
on pedestrians’ although they
offer no evidence that this is the
case.
The Campaign for Better Transport has recently published a report entitled ‘Every Journey Matters’ which highlights these
issues. The author points to a
number of locations where there
are problems which are not being
addressed. In August 2008, only
four months after becoming Mayor, Boris Johnson cancelled plans
for the part-pedestrianisation of
Parliament Square. Conditions at
King’s Cross, Blackfriars Bridge, Elephant and Castle, and Bow
roundabout for pedestrians and
cyclists are dangerous and in dire
need of upgrading. 113 pedestrian
crossings do not provide the minimum time for pedestrians to cross
the road, and are also in breach
of national standards and 347 pedestrian crossings have no facilities for people who are blind or
partially sighted.
On 2nd April, Frank Mugisha,
41, a sports coach from Enfield,
died six days after a collision with
a car in Great Cambridge Road,
Tottenham. His death was the
fifth cyclist death in London this
year.
The report can be found at
http://www.bettertransport.org.
uk/files/Every-journey-matters.
pdf.

